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One of the important aspects of modern life is 
not only how we observe and  make record of  
the visible and note the invisible, but also how 
our presence and movements are being obser-
ved by the agents of power in the city, from the 
sky and at the borders.  We are not only being 
seen and recorded continuously via media pre-
sence and surveillance technology, but we can 
be potentially recorded and gazed at any times 
by the mobile eyes – surveillance airplanes, dro-
nes and satellites. Drones have become every-
day objects, not only used by the military, but 
by the tourists, by the activists, by radical mili-
tants and news media. How can the boundaries 
of the seeable and watchable  be established? 
Visual Sociology has always attempted to ad-
dress the issues beyond the picture and beyond 
the frame. The new practices of surveillance 
will engender new practices and geographies 
of invisibility, and the new regimes of  gaze will 
engender new techniques of resisting the gaze. 
The dynamic struggle between the visibility and 
staying beyond the scope of the seeing eye will 
define the future inquiry of visual sociology.
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